The strength, permanence and beauty of stone are benchmark qualities behind many architectural designs, whether contemporary or traditional, commercial, residential or institutional.
The Glen-Gery Landmark Collection, manufactured in Cynthiana, KY, provides the same attention to detail and craftsmanship that have defined all Glen-Gery products for over a century.
Manufactured to the same standards of quality and beauty of all Glen-Gery products, the Landmark Collection is an essential ingredient in successful applications of practically limitless variety.

Product Overview

Suggested use: interior and exterior applications including accent walls, kitchens, bar surround, archways, fireplaces and more!

Made with high quality materials, the Landmark Collection delivers a truly lasting architectural solution, supported by a 50-year warranty. Please visit glengery.com for specific details.

Glen-Gery’s Landmark Collection meets or exceeds code requirements as verified by IAPMO Evaluation Service (Report IAPMO ER# 0377). This report is available online at www.iapmoes.org.

NOTE: Local building codes may vary; always check local building codes for details on the use of manufactured veneer products.

Details

Suggested use: interior and exterior applications including accent walls, kitchens, bar surround, archways, fireplaces and more!

Specs

Made with high quality materials, the Landmark Collection delivers a truly lasting architectural solution, supported by a 50-year warranty. Please visit glengery.com for specific details.

Glen-Gery’s Landmark Collection meets or exceeds code requirements as verified by IAPMO Evaluation Service (Report IAPMO ER# 0377). This report is available online at www.iapmoes.org.

NOTE: Local building codes may vary; always check local building codes for details on the use of manufactured veneer products.

Warranty

Customer Care 1-800-786-8900  glengery.com

NOTE: Local building codes may vary; always check local building codes for details on the use of manufactured veneer products.
Beauty in texture, shape and color.

Select from eight unique profiles in an array of available colors. Custom colors and blends are available to turn your dreams into reality. Contact our plant to learn more.
It all comes so natural.

The unique and versatile Landmark Collection can create a soothing ambiance, add interest, or accent interiors and exteriors in a thematic way.

Quite simply charming.

The rich, authentic stone detail that distinguishes every variety of the Landmark Collection delivers endless creative possibilities in residential architecture.
Distinct + Tasteful

AS BEAUTIFUL AS IT IS VERSATILE.

Imaginative and spirited.

The Landmark Collection products range from the bold and striking to the subtly elegant. The Ashford Glen Ridge shown here only begins to suggest the possibilities.

Ashford Glen Ridge

Ascending to new heights of design greatness.

Professional builders, architects, and designers know the creative possibilities of the Landmark Collection.
Enter the highlight zone.

The addition of the Landmark Collection will enliven and energize any interior.

Warm + Inviting

A DESIGN ELEMENT OF STUNNING POTENTIAL.

Environments come alive.

Conveying warmth and permanence in a residential setting, or strength and solidity in a commercial one, this product encourages creative excellence for indoor designs.

Kentucky Gray Limestone
Bold + Expressive

REVEALING TRUE DESIGN HARMONY.

Imaginative and spirited.

Traditional or contemporary, projecting rustic appeal or urban sophistication, the aesthetic potential of this product responds to endless designs.

Walls of warmth:

Colors, textures and tones all come together to complement this contemporary living space.
A perfect pair.

Design that fuses concordant materials can produce architecture of exceptionalfreshness and appeal. Landmark Collection is ideally fitted for use in combination with Glen-Gary brick. Together, these products present a generous spectrum of colors, attractive and varied shapes, and surfaces with many textural choices.
To round out the aesthetic potential of the Landmark Collection, Glen-Gery has developed a selection of useful, attractive accessories, available in four handsome and versatile colors. These architectural details, painstakingly engineered and expertly produced, reinforce the unique presentation of any Landmark Collection project.

Glen-Gery Landmark Collection accessories are available in the following colors: granite, brown, malt and buff.

An inherently green product, the Landmark Collection can support LEED certification. It may absorb less heat than other wall-system cladding materials, and provides insulation that improves exterior walls’ energy efficiency. It contains pre-consumer recycled content, and may earn a Regional Materials credit, depending on the project’s proximity to Glen-Gery extraction and manufacturing locations.
See it before you live it.

With the Picture Perfect design tool from Glen-Gery, you can visualize your project with any Glen-Gery building product, including Landmark Collection. Try one look or try them all, and see what fits for you.

Find your style at glengery.com/visualizer